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RiMint herapy

Teethers daily encounter students who are 'struggling to cope
with difficult situations a death in the family, a broken home,
pnvartu, rejection by Inert, nr physical handicaps, Hnw to deal
with such students is a question with no simple answer. For
many' teachers, the idea of intervening in the life of a troubled
student is unpleasant, and they are reluctant to do more than
suggest a visit to the school psychologist or Counselor. Other
time:hers *ant to hill'', bUt are not sure how tO provae.l. For
these teachers, especially reading and English teachers, biblio-
therapy might be the answer.

4 '
What is Bibliotherapy?

Simply -stem', bibliotharaoy is the use of booka tO help people
iolve problems. The idea is.-not new. For example,\ the ancient
library at Thebei-bore he inscription "The Healiog lace of the
Soul," while the Alexandria library displayed the Ards, "Medi-

'cine for the fv1ind." In nineteenth century America, books were
used in several mental hospitals as a regular part of therapy, and
in 1840 alibrary was established for inmates in Ner. York's
Sing Sing prison. However, the term "bibliotherapy" , was not
actually used until 1916, when Samuel 'Mcalord Crothers used
it in an article appearing in the Atiantk Monthly.1 the, subject
was dealt with in detail by Caroline Sc,hrodes attunpOblished
doctoral dissertation (1949),2. and in an wiled (diaUthored
.vith D. HRuiell) in Soh o& RevieW 0950). in -1;hich biblici-
theraPy is defined as: "A process of dynamic inLciactiOn
,.wee,, the Oersonaliry of the, reader and literatureinteraion
which may be utilized- for personality assessment, adjustment,
and grow-th."3 Schrodes identifies three steps in the biblin.
therapic process: identification, in which the reader associl
ates himself or herself with .a character or situation in a book;.
catharsis, in which the reader shares the feelings and matiVa-
tinny of the book's character; and insight, which takes "'lade
as the reader realizes.that his or her situation can be sleek with
more effectively by imitating or adapting' the ideas from the \
reading material.

X11

Who'Should Conduct RibliothArapy?

clearly, not every teenher is qualified art cnnduct kihliotherap;i.
Those who undertake to do so should pa-- ertain personal
qualities, including gemotional stability, a genuine interest in
vim:king with others, the ability to listen, a willingness to learn
about the(communit; and its vol ioUs ethnic g'rou0s, tire ability
to comm'and respect and confidence, and the ability to em-
pa/I-size with others vvithout moralizing, threatening, or com-
manding them. In addition. the teacher must have the skills
to raeogni2a the spiritual, emotional,. and personal rights of

'

others; establish both-a hisithy. rapport ;nri en hnnest relistiOn
ship with them; funntinrt imnothly in social .situations; and
arYtept the student withnut prejudging, humiliating, or vinlating
his or. her feelings or need for privacy.s.

When Should' Aihlintherany
. .

Rihlintherapeutic ikerventinn may be undertaken for Many
reasons: to develop a studene self-concept, to
develop a student's understanding of human behavior or motive.-
tinns, to help a student develop an honest 1f-appraisal, to
provide a way for the'student to find interests outside of self,
to fulfill needs, to relieve emotional' or mein& pressuret, to
shah, a student that he or she is flat the first or onli, peraort tO,
encounter a problem, 40 show a studern that there is'morathak
one solution to a problem, to help a student discuss a problem
mcire freely, and to help a student plan a constructive course
of action. in solving problems.6

Before undertaking hibliptherapy, a teacher must remember
that it- is more than ;List the clactini recommendation of a elartIlin
book to 2, student it is a riPlih2r2t2 course of action that re-:
quires careful, planning. The first step in that planning is the
determinatinn of the-true nature' of a student's needs. Foe ex,
arriple, is the student whose mother has just died suffering
from grief at the loss or from guilt at 'feeling_ no grief? Tech-
niques for accurately determining *Li-5e needs of ,a student in-
dude (1) observation. simply watching a student's reactions
and behaviors and then comparing conclusions with others
who know the student; (2) school records, which can reveal
unseen physical problems, oroblemsc at hOine, or childhood
expeuences thaty hakte left scars:, (3) one-tonne ryInfarwnrwit:
conducted on a regular basis with each member of a class or
for speciai purposes; (4) cnnferences with parents or guardians;
aod..A.5) carefully constructed writing assignments, especially

z
journal writing, which can provide students with a means of
revealing what is bothering,thern.7

How Should Rihlinthprapy Be Used?

Tjae second decision a teacher must make in preparing. tar
b:itillothe.re:p concerns the materials that are to be used Here
the teacher must exercise cautionjust because a book' deals
With the problem in qu'estion does not automatioslly Make it

\ vths proper choice for bibliotherapy. fact;.books cane produce .

\ negative results. For instance, assigneeto read about the virtu-
\ous behavior of a character in a similar situation, a student
might interpret the assignment as a criticism of his or her failure
to handle the same problem more successfullyAThe hook, then,
shbuld be carefully examined to determine that it provides a



. fair okras of the problem, does not offer simple solutions tO
complex. problems. and involves the reader in the 'solution to
the problem. Another consideration is the Ile y merit of the
hook. A pearly written work-one that contains stereotypic
characters, inconsistent plots, or unrealistic themes-will not
only he etlittleivalue in hibliositerapy, but might alio.produce
negative attitudes ward literature.

.

.

The third decis on a teacher must make in preparing for . .

bibliotherapy is whether to use ;lin jnriiVitiinal nr the group
approach. individual therapy _reqUires one:to-one sessions and
is t'-- consuming; however, it does offer the student the
security of knowing that someone cares enough to listen. In .

addition, sortie 'students feel' freer to exorcise 'themselves In a
. one-to-one situation. However, .if there arc several students
with the same needs 'or problems, group therapy can also be .

effeetive.-Thet-grOup-approach-allowestudentiTto-share-oemmon
experiences, thus lessening their anxieties.' It can create a 7
feeling hf tbelringing and also' can provide security to _steiddrits
who Might' feel uneomfertabl in situations; where they are
singled put for special attention. Working in a group; may
lead a student to develop a different perspective and a new
Underetanding of the problems of others.R .

.

Ameardlese of whether the teacher chooses the individual or
group approach; the, basic pree"-res in conducting biblio-
therapy are the same; (1) motivates the student or students
with introductory activities; (2) provide timee, far reading the
Material; (3) allow incubation time; (4) provide follow -up

. .

discussion time, using questions that will -lead the student or
students 'from literal recall of information through interpreta-
tion, application, analysis,' synthesis, and evaluation of that
information; and (5) conduct 'evaluation and direct the stkient
or students toward closure. This involves both evaluation by
the teacher and self-evaluation by the Students. 10

What Ara the Limitations of Bibliotherapy?

A review of hihlietherapy research shows that bibliotherapy has
been successfully used in changing attitudes toward ',minority
groups, diminishing certain fears, helping students, A1421 with
death, and developing moral maturity." le should nix, tinw-
ever, be viewed as a pane:in. Furthermore, as successeecan be

restricted by a variety of factors, including.the student's readiJ.,
nesi to see a'' -self or herself in a mirror, the ekill of the biblio-
therapist, the materials used, the tendency of some student;
to rationalize away problems when reading about them, the
tendency of some to use literature as an.escape, and the relation-
ship of the student and the therapist.12 It is also impartant

note that hihlietherapy is net the answer to deep-skated
emotional or mental problems; the teacher sho u ld, of chUrce,
refer 'students with such problems to the appropriate pro-
fessionals, adribllotherapy can, however, be a valuable means
of helping students =Pee with Some of life's difficulties.
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